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ChapterIII
PROPOSITIONS

I have tried to begin describing what sense-perceptionl's; or, in
other words, what it is that happens in our minds, when (as we
should say) we get knowledge of the existenceof a material object by
means of our senses.Events undoubtedly do happen in our minds
which we should describein this way, i.e., as the getti{ knowledge
of the existenceof a material object by meansof our sehses.When,
for instance,I hold up this envelopeand you all look at it: we should
say that we all saw it, the sameobject, the sameenvelope; that, by
seeingit, we got knowledge of its existence; and that this object, the
envelope which we all see, and know to exist, is a material object.
I tried, then, to begin describing what sort of an eventthis was
which happenedin the mind of each of us; without assumingeither
that we did, in fact, all know of the existenceof the same object,
when it happened,or that, if we did, the object was a material one.
I have only tried to describe what sort of a thing this event, which
we call knowledge of the existenceof a material object by meansof
the senses,certainly ir, without deciding whether it really deserves
to be called what we do call it-namely, knowledge of the existence
of a materialobject.
And I pointed out, first of all, that every such eve^tpartly consists
in a peculiar way of having before our minds certain kinds of things
which I called smse-data-for instance, a visible patch of colour, a
visible area,which is or seemsto be occupiedby the patchof colour,
and a visible size and shape which are the size and shape of the
visible patch and of its area: these were all sanse-data.'And the
peculiar way in which we had these sense-databefore our minds I
called 'direct apprehension'.Every act of sense-perceptionconsists
then, partly at least,in the direct apprehensionofcertain sense-data.
is, I think, far the
And this part of what happensin sense-perception
easiestto notice, when you try to discover what happensby observing your own mind. About the existenceof this kind of thing, which
I called the direct apprehensionof sense-datathere seemsto be no
rSee footnote 2r p.
30.
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doubt at all, nor about what sort of a thing it is. You canvery easily
observer't: -butthe difficulty is to discoverthat anything elsehappens
at all, and, if so, what the exact nature of this something elseis.
But now, with regard to this part of what happens-this direct
apprehensionof sense-dzta-I said that an overwhelming, majority
of philosophershad held certain views. They have held, namely (r)
that no part of the sense-datawhich I ever directly apprehendz'sor
existsat all, except at the moment when I am directly apprehending
it ; (z) that no part of the sense-datawhich I ever directly apprehend,
is ever directly apprehendedby any one elseI and (3) that no part of
the sense-datawhich I ever directly apprehend is in the samespace
with any part of those which are directly apprehendedby any one
else.And by saying that they are not in the sarnespace,I meant, as
always,that they are neitherin the sameplace nor at any distancein
any direction from one another; or, if we are talking of the sense- {
given spacesthemselves,we must say,to be accurate,that no part of
zy sense-givenspace is the samepafi of spacezs any part of the
sense-givenspaceof any one else,nor at any distancein any direction from any such part. These three views, taken together, f spoke,
of as the acceptedview with regard to sense-data,though of course
they are not acceptedquite by everybody. They are, I said, often
expressedby saying that all sense-dataexist only in the mind of the
personapprehendingthem; or by saying that sense-dataare not
cxtqnal objects: and I think there is no great harm in expressing
them in this way, although when such expressionsare used, something else may be meant as well, which is, I thint, more doubtful
than are thesethree views. We may say, then, that it is and has long
beenthe acceptedview that all sense-dataexist only in the mind of
the personwho directly apprehendsthem, or arenot external objects
-meaning by these expressionsmerely the three views, which I
have tried to formulate more exactly above. And I wished to call
your attention to this acceptedview, and to make you grasp it as
clearly as possible for two reasons.Firstly, becauseit seemsto me
that many of the strangestviews of philosophers,thosewhich depart
mostwidely from Common Sense,are founded, in the first instance,
upon this view. Had not this view been thought of, no philosopher
would ever have thought of denying the existenceof matter or of
inventing all sorts of other things to take its place. And secondly, I
wish to call your attention to it becauseI think that so far as philo'sophical views are founded upon this view, they are not badly
founded. In other words, I think there really are very strong
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arguments in favour of this view, arguments of a sort that I tried to
give you. And though theseargumentsdo not seemto me absolutely
conclusive,yet they are so strong that I think none of us can really
be sure that this acceptedview with regard to sense-datais not a correct one : though if any of you can find, either for or against it, any
more conclusive arguments than I can find, I should be only too
glad to hear them. The question whether this acceptedview about
sense-datais true or not, may, I thinkflfairly be called one of _the
main problems of philosophy.
But now, in speaking of this acceptedview, I ought perhaps to
have explained that some philosophers,whom I meant to reckon as
holding it, would not perhapsassertit quite in the unqualified form
which-^t have given it. And I wish now to mention these possible
@fffications, both for the sakeof accuracy,andbecausethEsequalificationscan only serve,I think, to bring out more clearly thdeneral
nature of the view and the immensenessof the range of facts to
which it is supposedto apply. The first qualification is this. There
are some philosophers who hold that sense-dataexist in my mind,
not only when I directly apprehendthem, but also very often when
I donot directly apprehendthem: and so too, of course,in the minds
of dl of us. And thesephilosophers might, I think, perhaps hold (I
do not know whether they would) that the very sime sense-datum
which I directly apprehend at one moment, may go on existing i'z
my mind even when I ceaseto apprehend it, and that this may
happen very often indeed. This, then, if it were held, would be to
hold that there were exceptionsto the first of my three rules, and
even possib|y many exceptionsto it: it would involve holding that
some sense-data,which I directly apprehend, may go on existing
when I do not directly apprehend them. But the philosophers I am
thinting of would certainly hold that this, if it happens at all, can
only happen in my mind: no sense-datum;which I ever apprehend,
can exiit, aftu I ceaseto apprehend it, exceptin my minil. And thiy
would hold, too, that of these sense-data,which exist in my mind,
when I do not directly apprehend them, both the other two rules are
just as true aBof those sense-datawhich I do directly apprehend:
both tlnt nobody else can directly apprehend then, and that they
cannot be in the same spacewith the sense-datain anybody else's
mind. So that I think you can see tlnt this qualification, though,
etrictly spealring, it doee admit many exceptions to my first rule, is
yet not very important for our Present PurPose.An4 the second
qualification is thie: Some philosophers would, I think, admit thet
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in a few abnormal cases,tlrere may be two or more different minds
-two or more different persons-in or attached to the sameliving
humanbody, znd that in such casesthese different persons may be
ableto apprehenddirectly the satnesense-data;and they would perhaps say also, that this, which may happen abnormally to human
minds in living human bodies, may happen constantly in the caseof
othn spirits in the Universe. And this, of course, if it were held,
would involve exceptions,and perhapsmany exceptions,to both my
secondand third rule. But this qualification also is, I think, plainly
unimportant for our presentpurpose. For theg4philosopherswould,
I think, admit that in the caseof ozr minds, tffe mihds of each of zs,
normal human minds, attached, each of them, to a different living
human body, no exceptionsto these two rules ever occur. e . Let
With these qualifilations, I think it is fair to say that my three
rules with regard to sense-dataare acceptedby the vast majority of
philosophers; and these qualifications only, I think, serve to make
it plainer what an enormous range of facts the three rules are
supposedto apply to. They are supposedto apply to all the sensedata directly apprehende{ by all the human minds, attached like
ours,eachof them, to a different living human body, with the possible
exceptionthat sense-data,directly apprehendedat one moment by
one mind, may exist in that mind even when not directly apprehendedby it.
But now, f this acceptedview is true, it follows, I said, that if we
do ever perceive a material object or any part of one, and if we do
all of us now perceivethe samematerial object-if, for instance,we
do all see this same envelope-this event cannot merely consist in
the fact that we directly apprehend certain sense-data:it must consist, in part, of something else too. For, according to the accepted
view, no part of the sense-datawhich any one of us directly apprehendscan be either a part of a material object nor a part of the space
occupiedby a material object, nor can any part of the sense-data
directly apprehended by any one of us be the same as any part of
thosedirectly apprehended by any other of us. If, therefore, I do
ever perceive a material object, then, on the acceptedview, somefh[g {sC must happen besidesthe fact that I directly apprehend
certainsense-data.And I tried, at the end of my last lecture, to give
a 5-rib:f?ccountoi what this something else might be. But I said I
should-tryto explain more fully at the beginning of this lectvre, what
this somethingelse might be; and this is what I shall now try to do.
Only I am afraid that this explanationwill take me much longer than
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I thought it would. Insteadof occupyingonly the beginningof this
lecture, it ufilt ocupy the a:holeof this lecture; and I shall not be
able to finish what I haveto say about it even in this lecture : I shall
have to leave over a part of the subject until next time. The fact is
I want to make as clear as possibleexactly what sort of a thing the
knowing of material objects by meansof the sensescan be, if it does
not mereLyconsist in the direcK6pprehensionqf sense-data.And I
think the way of doing this, which {vill in the end prove shortestand
clearest,is to try and give an account of all the different ways we
have of knowing things: trying to distinguish different sorts of
tbthgs which might be said to be ways of knowing from one another,
and givingthem separatenames.And I think I canbestdo this by first
calling your attention to an entirely new class of facts-a class of
facts which I have not yet mentioned at all.
The fact is that absolutely all the contents of qheUniverse, absolutely everything that r at all, may be divided into two classesnamely into propoitions, on the one hand, and into things which are
not propositionson the other hand. There certainlyare in the Universesuch things as propositions:the sort of thing that I meanby a
proposition is certainly one of the things that zlc:and no lesscertainly
there are in the Universe some things which are not propositions:
and also quite certainly absolutely everything in the Universe either
is a proposition or is not, if we confine the word 'proposition' to
someone, quite definite,sense:for nothing whatevercan both have
a quite definiteproperty and alsonot havethat very sameproperty.
This classification,therefore, of all the things in the Universe into
those which are and those which are not propositions,is certainly
correct and exhaustive.But it may seem,at first sight, as if it were a
very unequal classification: as if the number of things in the Universe, which ere not propositions, was very much greater than that
of those which are. Even this, as we shall presently see, may be
doubted. And, whether this be so or not, the classificationis, I think,
by no meansunequal, if, instead of consideringall that rs in the
IJniverse, we consider all those things in the Universe which we
hnow. For, however it may be with thq Universe itself, it is, I think,
certain that a very large and important part of our hnowledgeof the
Universe consistsin the knowledge with regard to propositions that
they are true.
Now the new classof facts which I want to call your attention to,
are certain facts ebout propositions and about our knowledge of
them.
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And, first of all, I want to pake it as plain as I can exactly what I
meanby a proposition. The sdrt of thing, which I mean by a proposition is, as I said, something which certainly is. There certainly are
things in the Universe, which have the properties which I shall
meanto ascribeto a thing when I call it a proposition.And when I
call a thing a proposition I shall mean to ascribeto it absolutely no
properties,except certain definite ones which sode things certainly
have. There may be doubt and dispute as to whethbr these things
have or have not certain other properties besides those which I
ascribeto them; and also as to whether what I mean by a proposition is quite the stme as what is usually meant. But as to the fact
that somethings are propositions, in the sensein which I intend to
usethe word, I think there is no doubt
First of all, then, I do not mean by a proposition any of those
collectionsof utords,which are one of the things that are commonly
calledpropositions. What I mean by a proposition is rather the sort
of thing which these collections of words express.No collection of
wordscan possiblybe a proposition,in the sensein which I intend
to usethe ter*.
be
speakrngr_Zqlof-e.-!99l9-s-gntg4gq-a
mere collection of words, but of
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I do not then mean by a proposition any collection of words. And
what I do mean can, I think, be best explained as follows. I will
utter now certain words which form a sentence:these words, for
instance:Twice two are four. Now, when I saythesewords,you not
only hear thtm-the words-you a/soundbrstand what they mean.
That is to say, something happensin your minds-some act of consciousness-ooat and.abooethe hearing of the words, some act of .
consciousness
which may be calledthe understandingof their meaning. But now I will utter another set of words which also form a
sentence:I utter the words: Twice four are eight. Here again you
not only hear the words, but also perform some other act of consciousnesswhich may be called the understanding of their meaning,
Here then we have an instanceof two acts of consciousness,each of
which may be called an apprehension of the meaning of certain
words. The one of them was an apprehensionof the meaning of the
words: Twice two are four; the other an apprehensionof the meaning of the words: Twice four are eight. Both of these two acts of
consciousness
are alike in respect of the fact that each of them is an
act of apprehension,and that eachof them is the apprehensionof the
meaningof a certain set of words which form a sentence.Each of
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them is an apprehendingof the meaning of a sentence: and each of
them is an apprehmding in exactly the same sense: they are obviously exactly alike{n flr& respect. But no less obviously they differ
in respect of the fact that uhat is apprehendedin the one case,is
different from what is apprehendedin the gghercase..Inthe one case
uhat ig apprehendedis the meaning of tl{b words: Twice two are
four; in tbe other cesewhat is apprehended is the meaning of the
words: Twice four are eight. And the meaning of the first set of
words is obviously different from that of the second. In this case,
then, we have two acts of apprehension,which are exactly alike in
respect of the fact that they are acts of apprehension,and acts of
apprehen$on, too, of exactly the same kind; but which differ in
respect of the fact that what is apprehendedin the cine,is different
from what is apprehended in the other. Now by a proposition, I
mean tfie sort of thing which is apprchnded in these two cases.The
two acta of congciousnessdiffer in respect of the fact that what is
apprehended in tbe one, is different from whnt is apprehendedin
the other. And,what is apprehendedin each c3seis what I mean !y a
prqposition. We might say, then, that the two acts of apprehension
differ in respectofthe fact that one is an apprehensionof one proposition, and the other the apprehension of a different proposition.
And w9 might say also thet the proposition apprehendedin the one
is the piopositron that twice two are four-not the words, twice two
are four, but the mcming of these words; and that t/rc proposition
apprehendedin the other is the difierent proposition that twice four
are eight-again notthe words, twice four are eight, but the meaning
of these words.
This, then, is the sort of thing that I mean by a proposition. And
whether you agreeor not tbat it is a proper use of the word, I hope
it is plain that there certainly ara things which are propositions in
this sense.As a matter of fact this is, I think, one of the sensesin
which the word is commonly used. Often, no doubt, we may mean
by a proposition a sentencFa collection of words; but quite often
dso, I think, we mean by a proposition aot the words but their
meaning. This, then, is how I am going to use the word 'proposition'. And I hope it is plain that there certainly are such things as
propositions in this sense.It is quite plain, I think, that when we
understand tle meaning of a sentence,something else does happen
in our minde bcsidesthe mere hearing of the words of which the
Ecntcnccis composcd. You.can easily satisfy yourselvesof this by
contrasting what happens *hcn you hear a sentence, which you do
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understand, from what happens when you hear a sentencewhich
you do zol understand: for instance, when you hear words spoken
in a foreign language,which you do not understand at all. Certainly
in the first case,there occurs, besidethe mere hearingrofthe words,
another act of consciousness-an apprehension of their meaning,
which is absent in the second case.And it is no less plain that the
apprehensionof the meaning of one sentencewith one meaning,
differs in some respect from the apprehensionof anotler sentence
with a different meaning. For instance the apprehehsioi-of the
meaning of the sentence: Twice two are four, certainly differs in
somerespectfrom the apprehensionof the meaningof the sentence:
Twice four are eight. They certainly differ in some respect, which
may be expressedby saying that one is the apprehensionof one
meaning, and the other the apprehension of a different n{eaning.
There certainly g'e such thin$s asthe two different meaningsapprer
hended.And eachof thesetwo meaningsis what I call a proposition.
In calling them so, I do not mean to assertanything whatever as to
the manner in which they are related to the apprehensionof them.
All that I mean to assertis simply that each of them is something
which can and must be distinguished from the act of apprehension
in which it is apprehended. Each act of apprehension is alike in
respectof the fact that it is an act of apprehension,and an act of
apprehensionof the samekind. But they differ in that whereasone
is the apprehensionofone proposition, the other is the apprehension
of a different proposition. Each proposition, therefore, can and must
be distinguished both from the other proposition, and alsofrom the
act which is the apprehending of it.
But now, if we use the word'proposition' in this sense,it is plain,
I think, that we can say severd other things about propositions and
about the apprehensionof them.
In the first place, it is, I think, plain that we apprehend a proposition in exactly the same sensein three different cases.When we
hear certain words spoken and understand their meaning, we may
do three different things: we may believethe proposition which they
express,we may disbeliepeit, or we may simply understandwhat t\e
wor6mean, withoutgither believing or disbelieving it. In all these
three cases,we do I think obviously apprehend thri proposition in
question in exactly the same sense: namely, we understand the
meaningof the words. The differencebetweenthe three casesmerely
consistsin the fact, that when we believe or disbelieve,we a/so do
somcthing elsebesiih merely apprehending the proposition: beside
cr
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merely apprehending it, we also have torilards it one attitude which
is called belief, or another different attitudqwhich is called disbelief.
To believe a proposition, to disbelieveone, or simply to understand
it, in the sensein which we do these things when we hear words
spokenthat expressthe proposition, consist then, all three of them,
at leastin part, in apprehendingthis propoihion ip exactly the same
sense.In all three caseswe do apprehenda proposition in exactly the
samesense,though where we believeor disbelievewealsodo something elsebesides.This sensein which we apprehenda proposition,
in all these three casesequally, is obviously one senseof the word
apprehension;and it is a senseto whiqh I wish to direct your
agfuntion,as I shall presently have more to say about it.
n Oge point then with regardto propositionsand our apprehension
of them, is that there is a definite sort of apprehensionof them,
which occurs equally, whenever we either believe, disbelieve, or
merely understand a proposition on actually hearing spoken words
which expressit.
And a secondpoint is this. It is, I think, also plain that we often
apprehend propositions in exactly the same sense,when instead of
heaing words which expressthem, we seawritten or printed words
which expressthem-provided, of course,that we are able to reafl
and understandthe languageto which the words belong. This understandingof the meaningof written or printed sentences,which
occurswhen we actuallyread them, is, I think, obviouslyan apprehensionof propositionsin exactly the samesenseas is the understandingof sentences,
which we hear spoken.But just aswe apprehend propositionsin exactlythe samesensein both thesetwo cases
-whether we hear spoken sentenceswhich express them, or see
thesesentenceswritten or printed-so also,obviously, we very often
apprehend propositions in exactly the samesense,when we neither
hear nor seeany words which expressthem.'We constantlythink of
and believe or disbelieve,or merely consider, propositions, at
moments when we are neither hearingnor seeingany words which
expressthem; and in doing so,we are oery oftenapprehendingthem
in exactlythe samesensein which we apprehendthem when we do
understandthe meaningof written or spokensentences.No doubt
when we do thus apprehendpropositions,without either hearingor
seeing any words which express them, we often have-hefore--or:r
min9s tlre"izrages_of
wqrdq, which.would expressthem. But it is, I
think, obviouslypossiblethat we should apprehErxlproposirions,irr
exactly the samesense,without even having before our minds aay
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imagesof words which would expressthem. We may thus apprehend
beforewe ate ableto think
a proposition,whiqh we desireto-express,
bf any sentencewhich would expressit. We apprehendthe proposition, and desireto expressit, but none of the words we can think
of will expressexactly tlze proposition we are apprehendingand
desiringto coRvey. {i.
Our,:sicond point, filen, with regard to propositiSnsand our
apprehensionof them is this: namely,that in exactlythelame sense
in which we apprehendthem, when we hear certain words spoken
of which we understandthe meaning,we alsooften apprehendthem,
when we neither seenor hear any words which exPressthem, and
probably often without even having before our mfnds any imagesof
wordswhiqh would expressthem.
And a *ir\ iroint is ihis. Namely, that the propositionswhich we
apprehendin this sense,and in all thesedifferentcases,areobviously
quite a different sort of thing from many of the things which we
apprehend.When, for instance,I directly apprehenda sense-datum
-a patch of colour, for instance-the patch of colour is obviously
not the samesort of thing as thesepropositionsof which we have
beentalking : it, ttre patch of colour, is not itself a proposition.The
most obvious way of expressingthe differencebetween a proposition,and what is not a proposition,is by sayingthat a proposition
is the sort of thing which is commonly expressedby a whole sentence.I say the sort of thing; because,as we have seen,we may
apprehendmany propositionswhich are not actually expressedat
all.And I saycommozlyexpressedby a whole sentence,becauseI am
for instancean imperative,such
not surethat somewhole sentences,
proposition
at all; and becausealso propoas 'Go itwa!', expressa
sitionsaresometimesexpressedby singlewords. For instance,when
a man calls 'Fire', he is expressinga proposition: he is expressing
the propositionwhich might be expressedby the whole sentence:
There is a fire taking place.But, if we say that a propositionis the
sort of thing that is commonly expressedby a whole sentence,we
indicate,I think, pretty clearly the sort of thing that a proposition
is. Things which are not propositions,if expressedat all, are usually
expressedby single words or collectionsof words, which do not
makecompletesentences.Thus, supposingI utter the whole sentence: This patch of colour, which I now see,exists.One part of
this sentence,namely,the words 'This patch of colour which I now
see', may perhaps be said to 'express' or mention this patch of
colour, which I do now directly apprehend,and which is not a
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proposition; and obviously that particr{ar set of words, which mention this colour, do not by themselvest6rm a completesentence:the
words 'This patch of colour, which I now see' are not a complete
sentenceby themselves.And similarly, whenever we utter a complete slgtence, while the whole sentengedoes, as a rule, expressa
proposition, some of the words or sets iif words of which it is composedexpresssomethingwhich is not a ptoposition. For instance,
consider again the sentence: Twice two are four. This whole sentence, as we saw, does expressa proposition. But, if we take some
one of the words of which it is copposed, for instance the word
this word by itself does not make a completesentenceand
|two',
doesnot expressa proposition. But it doesexpresssomcthing.What
wb mean by the word 'two' is certainly something. This. something,
therefore, rs-is something, and yet is not a proposition. In fact,
wheneverwe do apprehend a proposition we alwaysalso apprehend
things which are not propositions; namely, things which would be
expressedby someof the words, of which the whole sentence,which
would expressthe proposition, is composed.
A third point, then, with regard to propositionsand our apprehensionof them, is that propositionsare by no meansthe only kind
of things which we apprehend;hut that wheneverwe do apprehepd
a proposition, we always alro apprehend something else, whie,h_is
zol a proposition.
And a fourth point with regard to propositions is this. Namely,
that propbsiti'ons,in the sensein which I have been using the term,
are obviously a sort of thing which can properly be said tobe true or
false. Some propositions are true propositionsand otherpropositions
arefalsepropositions.And I mentionthispoint, becauseiome philosophersseeminclined to saythat nothing can be properly said to be
tnre or f.alse,exceptan act of belief : that, therefore,propoitioz.r, not
being acts of belief, cannot properly be said to be so. And I do not
here wish to deny thet an act of belief may be properly said to be
true or false; though I think it may be doubted.We do undoubtedly
speakof true and false beliefs; so that beliefs,at all events, may be
properly said to be true or false. But the fact is, I think, that, as with
so many other words, we ude the word 'belief in two different
senses:sometimes,no doubt, we mean by a belief an act of belief,
but very often, I think, we mean by it simply the proposition which
is believed. For instance, we often say of two different people thal
they entertain the samebelief. And here, I think, we certainly do not
mean to say that any act of belief performed by the one is the same
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act as zn act of belief performed by the other. The two acts of belief
are certainly different-numerically different: the one act is the act
of one person, and the other is the act of a different person; and we
certainly do not mean to assertthat these two acts are identicalbut one and the sameact. What we do, I
that they are not two
^cts,
that
think, mean, when we say
both personshave the samebelief, is
the two different acts is the same:
both
of
that what is believed in
we mean by a belief, in fact, not the act of belief, but athat is believed; and what is believed is just nothing else than what I mean
by a proposition. But let us grant that acts of belief may be properly
said to be true and false. Even if this be so, it seemsto me we must
allow that propositions, in the senseI have given to the term, can be
properly said to be true and false a/so,though in a different sense.
For what I mean by a proposition is simply that in respectof which
an act of belief, which is a true act, differs from another, which is a
falseone; or that in respectof which two qualitatively different acts
of belief, which are both false or both true, differ from one another.
And obviously the quality in virtue of which one act of belief is true,
and another false, cannot be the quality which they both have in
common: it cannot be the fact that they are both of them acts of
belief : we cannot saythat the one is true, simply becauseit is an act
of belief, and the other false, for the samereason-namely, simply
becauseit is an act of belief. What makesthe one true and the other
falsemust be that in respectof which they differ ; and that in respect
of which they differ-whatever it may be-is just that which I meanby
the proposition which is apprehendedin each of them. Even, therefore, if we admit that nothing but an act of belief can be properly
saidto be true or false, in oaesenseof thesewords, we mustr I think,
admit that there is another corresponding sbnsein which propositions are true and false. Every true act of belief Partly consistsin the
apprehensionof a proposition; and everyfalseact of belief alsopartly
consistsin the apprehensionof a proposition. And any proposition
apprehendedin a true act of belief must be different from any proposition apprehendedin rt false act of belief. Consequentlyall the propoeitionsapprehendedin true actsof belief must havesomecommon
property which is not possessedby any of thosewhich are apprehended in false acts of belief. And there is no reasonwhy we should not
in comcall tfrir prop erty' truth' ; and similarly t he property possessed
acts
of
belief
in
false
apprehended
mon by all propositions
'falsity'.
propositions are, then, a sort of thing which may be properly said
to be true or false. And this gives us one $zayof distinguishing what
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is a propositionfrom what is zol a proposition; sincenothing that is
not z proposition can be true or false in exactly the same sensein
which a proposition is true or false. There are, indeed, we may say,
two other sensesof the words 'true' and 'false', which are closely
fiiied to those in which propositions are true or false. There is, to
begin with, if actsof belief can be properly said to be true or false at
all, the sensein which an ac! qf belief is true or false.An act of belief
is true, if and only if the propositionbelievedin it is true; and it is
false, if and only if the proposition believed in it is false. Or, putting
the matter the other way, we may say: A proposition is true, if and
only if any act of belief, which was a belief in it, would be a true act
of belief ; and a .proposition is false, if and only if any act of belief,
which was a belief in it, would be false. I do not pretend to say here
lwhich of these tyo wavs of putting the matter is the better way.
.-Whether, that is to say, the sensein which acts of belief are true and
false, should be defined by referenceto that in which propositions
are true and false; or whether the sensein which propositionsare
true and false should be defined by referenceto that in which acts
of belief are true and false. I do not pretend to say which of these
two sensesis the more fundamental; and it doesnot seemto me to
matter much which is. What is quite certain is that they are two
different senses,but alsothat eachcanbe defined by referenceto the
other. One sense,then, of the words true and false, besidethat in
which propositions are true and false, is the sensein which acts of
belief are true and false. And there is obviously, also, another sense
of the words, which, though different from these two, is equally
closelyrelatedto both of them. Namely, the sensein which any set
of words-any Fentence,for instance-which expresses
a true proposition is true ; and any setof words which etcpresscs
a falseproposition
is false. Or here again, putting the matter the other lvay, we may
say: Any propositionwhich is suchthat any verbal staternentwhich
expressedit would be a true statement,is true ; and any proposition
which is such that a verbal statement which expressedit would be
a false statement,is false. We may, therefore, say that another sense
of the words true and false is that in which anphing that expresses
a
true proposition is true I and anything which expresses
a false proposition is false. And obviously in this sensenot only words, but also
other things, gestures,for instance, may be true or false. If, for
instance, somebody asks you: 'Where are my scissors?' and you
point to a particular place by way of ansurer,your gesturFthe
gesture of pointing-expresses a proposition. By pointing you
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obviouslyexpressthe samepropositionasif you had usedthe words
'Your scissorsare there', or had named the particular place where
they were. And just as any words you might have used would have
been true or fdse, according as the proposition they expressedwas
true or false, so your gesture might be said to be true or false,
accordingas the scissorsreally are in the place you point to or not.
There are,therefore,thesethree sensesof the words true and false:
The sensein which propositions are true or false; the sensein which
actsof belief are true or false,accordingasthe propositionsbelieved
in them are true or false; and the sense in which anything that
crc2resses
a propositionis true or false,accordingas the proposition
expressedis true or false. And obviqusly these three sensesare not
the same,though each can be defined by reference to the others.
of a propoThat is to say, neither an dct of belief nor the expression
sition, can be true or false in exactly the same sensein which a
propositionis true or false.And the same,f think, is true universally :
nothing but a proposition can be true or false in- exactly the same
sensein which propositions are so. And why I particularly wanted to
call your attentioh to this, is for the following reason.Some people
seemto think that, if you have before your mind an image of an
object, which is lihe the object-a copy of it-in certain respects,
you may be said, merely becauseyou have this image before your
mind, to have a true idea of the object-an idea which is true, in so
far asthe image really is like the object. And they seemto think that
when this happens,you have a true idea of the object, in exactly the
samesenseas if you believed a true proposition about the object.
And this is, I think, at first sight a very natural view to take. It is
natural, for instance, to think that if, after looking at this envelope,
I havebefore my mind (as I have) an image, which is like, in certain
respects,to the patch of colour which I just now saw, I have, merely
becauseI directly apprehend this image, a true idea of.the patch of-,
colour which I just now saw. It is natural, I say,to think that merely
to apprehend this image ds to have a true idea (true, in certain particulars) of the patch of colour which I saw; and that, in apprehendingthis image, I have a true idea of the patch of colour, in
exactly the same senseas if I had a true belief abwt the patch of
colour.But it is, I think, easyto seethat this view, howevernatural,
is wholly mistaken. The fact is that if. all that happenedto me were
merelythat I directly apprehendedan image, which was ilr fact like
someother object, I could not be properly said to have any idea of
this other object at all-any idea, either true or false. Merely to
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apprehend something, which is in fact like something else, is obviously not the samething as having an idea o/the something else.In
order to have an idea o/the something else, I must zot only zpprehend an image, which is in fact like the something else: I mujfdso
either know or think that the image rs like the something elqe. In
other words, I must apprehend somepropositionabout the relation
of the image to the object: only so can I be properly said to have an
idea of.the objectat all. If I do apprehendsomeproposition about the
relation of the image to the object, then, indeed, I may be said to
have an iiha of the object: and if I think that the image is like the
object in respectsin which it is not like it, then I shall have e false
idea of the object, whereasif I think that it is like it in respectsin
which it is in fact like it, then I shall have, so far, a true idea of the
object. But ifI apprehendno propositionat all about the relation of
the image to the object, then obviously, however like the image may
infact be to the object,I cannotbe saidto haveany ideaofthe object
at all. I might, for instance, all my life through, be directly apprehending imagesand sense-data,lvhich were in fact singularly accurate copies of other things. But supposeI never for a moment even
suspectedthat there were these other things, o/'which my images
and sense-datawere copies? Supposeit never occurred to me for a
moment that there were any other things at all besidemy sense-data
and images ? Obviously I could not be said to have any idea at all
about theseother things-any ideaat all, either true or false; and this
in spite of the fact that my sense-dataand images werc, in fact,
copies of these other things. We must, therefore, say that merely to
apprehend an image (or anything else),which is, in fact, like some
other object, but without even thinking that the two are like, is zol
to have a true idea of the object in the same sense as when we
apprehend a true proposition about the object. No mere image or
sense-datum can possibly be either a true idea or a false idez of
anything else, however like or unlike it may be to the something,
else. Or, if you chooseto say that it is, in e serrsc,
a true idea of an
object, if it be like it, and an untrue one, if it be unlike it, you must
at least admit that it is a truc idea in quite a different sensefrom that
in which a proposition about the object, if true, ar a true idea of it.
Nothing, in short, can be true or false in ttre same sensein which
propositions are true or false. So that, if we never apprehendedany
propositions we should not be capableof ever making any mistates
-a mistake, a\ error, would be impossible. Error alwaysconeistsin
believing some proposition which is fdse. So that if a man mercly
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apprehendedsomething, which w?s in frct unlike something elsc,
but without believing either that it was like or unlike, or anything
elseat dl about it, he could not possibly be said to make any mistaLe
at all: he would never hold any mistaken or fdse opinions, because
he would never hold any opinionszt ell.
Now I have insisted on these four'points with regard to propositions, chiefly in order to make as plain aspossible what sort of a thing
a propoeition is: what sort of a thing I mean to talk about, when I
talk of a proposition. But now I come to the two points about propositions to which I wish specially to direct your attention. i
The first of them is this. You may remember that I called your
attention to a particular way of apprehendingpropositions: the wey
in which you apprehen{ oneowhen you hear a sentenceuttered and
understandits meaning: the way, for instance,in which you apprehend the proposition that Twice two are four, when you hear me
say 'Twice two are four', and understand what these words mean.
Now I want a special name for this way of apprehending propositions, because,as we shall presently see, there is another quite
different sort of thing which might alsobe said to be a way of appre--hending propositions. I want, therefore, a specialname for this way
of apprehending them-the way I have hitherto been talking of,
and which I have just tried to define-so that you may always, by
meansof the name, recognisethat it is f&dsway that I am talking of,
and not any other way. And f propose,for this purpose, to call tlrrb
way of apprehendingthem, the direct apprehmsionof them. But now
at once a question arises. I have already given the nxrne direct apprchmsion to something else. I have given the name direct appehension
to the relation which you haveto a patch of colour, when you actually
seeit, to a sound when you actually hear it, to a toothache, when
you actually feel it, etc. : f havesaid that the actual seeingofa colour
rs the direct apprehensionof that colour; that the actual hearing of a
sound dsthe direct apprehension6fThat sound, etc. The question,
therefore, now arises: Is this relation to a proposition, which I now
proposeto call direct apprehension'ofa proposition, the sameasthe
relation which I formerly called direct apprehension-namely, the
relation which you have to a colour, when you actually seeit ? Or in
other words: Is the relation, which you have to a proposition, when
you hear words which expressit uttered, and understand the meaning of these words, the same relation as that which you have to a
colour, when you actually seeit ? f confessI cannot tell whether this
is so or not. There are, I think, reasonsfor supposing that what I
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call the direct apprehensionof a proposition is something different
from the direct apprehensionof a sense-datum:different I mean,
not only in respect of the fact that, whereasthe one is the direct
apprehensionof a proposition,the other is the direct apprehension
of a sense-datum,and that a proposition and a sense-datumare
different sorts of things; but different ako, in the sense,that the
relation which you haveto a proposition,when you directly apprehend it, is different from that which you have to a sense-datum,
when you directly apprehend 27.There are, I think, reasons for
supposing that what I call direct apprehension of a proposition
really is, in this sense,a very different sort of thing from what I call
direct apprehensionof a sense-datum:but I cannot tell what the
differenceis, ifthere is one; and the reasonsfor supposingthat there
is one do not ,seemto me to be perfectly conclusive.I must, therefore, leave ugdecided the question whether I am using tIe niile
dinet apprehmsionin two different senses.But even if I am, IT6[e
this need not lead to any confusion. I shall alwaysmean by the name
eithr the kind of relation which you have to a colour, when you
actually seeit or the kind of relation which you have to a proposition
when you understandit-for instance, when you hear words which
express it, and understand what they express. And if these two
relations are, in fact, different, then that will only mean that there
are in fact two different kinds of direct apprehension.And it is, I
think, muchlJss important to decidewhether there are two different
kinds-whether that which I call direct apprehensionof a proposition is in fact a different kind of thing from that which I call direct
apprehensionof a sense-datum,than to distinguish both of them
quite clearly, from other kinds of things, which are certainly different from either, but which might alsobe calledwaysof apprehending.
My fust point about propositions is, then, that I want you to
understand as clearly as possible what that way of apprehending
them is, which I am going to call direet apprehensiohof them.
And my second pbint is this. Every proposition-is, as we constantly say, a proposition about something or other. Sor4e propositions may be.aboutseveraldifferent things; but all of them areabout
at leastone thing. For instance,the proposition: Twice two are four,
might be said to be aboutboth the number two and the number four :
when you believeit or apprehendit, you are apprehendingsomething about the number two and also something about the numbpr
four. But the point I wish to call your attention to is this. Namely,
that in the caseof an immensenumber of the propositions which we
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apprchend,even at the moment when we do directlyapprehend the
whole proposition, we do ttot dtrec';lyapprehend by any means all
of the things which the proposition is abut. Propositions, in fact,
have this strange property: that even at the moment when we do
, directly apprehend the whole proposition, we need not directly
apprehend that which the proposition is about. And in the iase of

lctually looking at this patch of colour, and directly apprehending
it, I may also directly apprehend a proposition aboui it-for instance,the proposition that it ir or exists, or that it is whitish. But
obviously I can also directly apprehend propositions about it, at
- momentswhen I amnot directly apprehendingit. Now,for instance,
when I am rx) longer directly apprehending it, I can still directly
apprehendpropositions about it-for instance,the proposition that
it was, that I did see it just now, and so on. And it is, I think,
obvious that we are constantly thus directly apprehendingpropositions about things, when we ere rrot directly apprehending these
_ things themselves. We are constantly talking and thinking about
things, which we are not directly apprehendingat the momenl when
we talk or think about them: indeed by far the greater part of our
conversationand our reading is obviously about things which we
arenotdirectly apprehendingwhen we converseor readabout them:
it is comparatively rarely that our conversation is confined exclusively to things which we are directly apprehendingat the moment.
And yet, wheneverwe talk or read about such thing;s,we are directly
apprehendingpropositions about them, though we are not dfuecdy
apprehending the things themselves. Obviously, therefore, we do
constantly directly apprehend propositions about things, when we
are not directly apprehendingthese things themselves.And I want
\a name for this kind of relation which we have to a thing, when we
ldo directly apprehend a proposition abut it, but do not directly
apprehendr'r itself. I propose to call it ind.irectapprchmsion That is
to say, I propose, to say that I am now indirectly apprehendingthe
patch of colour which I sawjust now when I looked at this envelope:
meaning by that the two things that I am directly apprehending a
proposition about it, but am not directly apprehending the thing
itself. You may object to this name,on the ground that I am not now
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really apprehendingthe patch of colour at all: on the ground that to
say that I have to it any relation at all, which can be called apprehension,is misleading.And I have a good deal of sympathy with this
objection, becausethe very point I want to insist on is what an
immansedifference there is between this relation I have to it now,
when I d.onot directly apprehend it, but merely directly apprehend
a proposition about it, and the relation I had to it just now when I
did directly apprehendit. You may saythe differenceis so great that
they ought not to have any common name: that they ought not both
to be called forms of apprehension.But then, great as is the difference between these two different ways of being related to a thing,
there is iiust as great a difference between what happenswhen I do
directly apprehend a proposition about a thing, and what happens
when I do not evendo as much as this-when I do not even think
of the thing in any senseat all. So long as I am directly apprehending
a proposition about a thing, T amin a serneconsciousof that thingI amthinhing of it or abmttit, even though I am not directly apprehending it, artd there is quite as greatL difference between this way
of being related to it, the apprehending of a proposition about it,
and what happenswhen I an flot thinking of it in any senseat allwhen it is utterly out of my mind, as between th* way of being
related to it and that which I have called direct apprehension.Some
name is, therefore, required fot this way of being conscious of a
thing-this way which occurswhen you do directly apprehendsome
proposition about it, though you do not directly apprehend dr; and
I cannot think of any better name than indirect apprehension.You
might say that I ought to use the whole long phrase: That relation
which you have to a thing, when you do directly apprehend a
proposition about it, and do not directly a"rrrehend it. But this
phraseis inconvenient, becauseit is so long. You might say that the
short phrase'thinking of it'would do: that this is just what we mean
by thinking of a thing. But there are t\ryoobjections to this. In the
first place, it may bc the casethat this relation is the only one we
have to a thing, even when we should not say that we were merely
thinking of it, when we should say that we were doing something
more than merely thinhing of it. And in the secondplace,though we
do often use the name 'thinking of'for this relation, we also gse it
for that of direct apprehension.For instance,we often sa5 I think,
that we are thinking sfuj-roposition, when we are directly apprehending the proposition: and so too, when I am said to be thinking
of thc number 2, I am,I think, very often directly apprehending
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the nurnber a. The name 'thinking of'will not, therefore,do, as an
unambiguousname to distinguish the kind of relation which I want
to call 'indirect apprehension'from that which I call 'direct apprehension'. And I cannot think of any better name for the purpose
than 'indirect apprehension'.And, in fact, it does not much matter
what name I use, provided you understand what f mean by it. I
mean, then, by 'indirect apprehension' the kind of relation which
you have to a thing, when you do directly apprehend someproposition aboutit, buiTo not directly apprehend the thing itself. And the
point I want to insist on is that this is quite a different kind of relation from that Which you have to a thing when you do directly
apprehend it. The only connection between the two is this, that
whenever you indirectly apprehend any one thing, you must be
directly apprehending somethingelse--eithersome proposition about
it, or perhapssometimessomethingother than a proposition.
But now by the help of what I have said about propositions, and
about what occurs, when we directly apprehendthem, I think I can
classifyand distinguish all the different sorts of relations to things,
which would commonly be said to be ways of knowing them. And
this is what I wish now to do.

